
Personalized Sleep Guide
Ages: 1 – 2 Years

Our passion and expertise is everything sleep and we love helping families get their sleep 
back. With a 99% sleep success rate, we have developed a system that works and is recog-
nized by top sleep professionals across the country. Created by moms, Baby Dream Machine 
was designed to fix a common problem: getting children to fall asleep and stay asleep using 
natural and scientifically proven functions.

But we didn’t want to stop just there. To experience true sleep success, Baby Dream Machine 
needs to be combined with an age-appropriate sleep routine, naps and more. And that is why 
we created this Personalized Sleep Guide for you! Following it will fast-track you to restful nights! 

Welcome to your personalized Baby Dream Machine™
 sleep guide. We are happy to help you and your family 

get the sleep you deserve.

If you have any questions or concerns that aren’t
touched upon in this guide, please reach out to 

sleep@thebabydreammachine.com

Our in-house sleep expert (and co-founder of Baby Dream Machine™), 
Laura Colacci, is a Certified Infant & Child Sleep Consultant and has 
put together this personal sleep guide just for you and your little one 
in an effort to kickstart your journey to quality sleep.



Where should I setup my Baby Dream Machine? 

Always make sure to follow our instruction manual when setting up your Baby Dream 
Machine. We recommend placing your Baby Dream Machine 4-8 feet away from your 
toddler’s crib or bed. Position the machine between the crib and any outside noise to 
best help create an optimal sleep environment.

What settings should our Baby Dream Machine be at? 

· Light
The use of the white light is not yet necessary. Set the red light on LOW or MEDIUM 
(1 or 2 clicks) at the beginning of your bedtime routine to optimize red light therapy 
this age. 

· Pink Noise
You should set the Pink Noise Machine to LOW or MEDIUM (1 or 2 clicks) to optimize 
the Pink Noise Machine.

· Cool Mist Humidifier
You can set your Cool Mist Humidifier to LOW or MEDIUM (1 or 2 clicks).

· Aromatherapy
You can add 2-4 drops of your preferred Baby Dream Machine essential oil to your 
machine at bedtime. Remember to check your Baby Dream Machine manual for 
everything you need to know on how to clean your machine. This is an important 
factor when using the essential oils.

How should we incorporate Baby Dream Machine into our routine?

• Turn on your Baby Dream Machine to the recommended settings just before bedtime. 
• A consistent bedtime and naptime routine is extremely important to help signal 
sleep. Your Baby Dream Machine should be incorporated in this routine.

Recommended bedtime

We recommend you put your toddler to sleep between 6:00 – 8:00 PM.
Transitioning from 2 to 1 naps will happen at this age. An earlier bedtime may start to 
help compensate for this. 

Recommended day + night sleep time

Recommended naps per day

Recommended wake windows

A wake window is the amount of time your toddler can stay awake based on their age. 
Following age-appropriate wake windows will help ensure your toddler isn’t going 
down for sleep overtired. This can also help extend naps. 

Your toddler will become more eager to play and explore the world around 
them. There is also a sleep regression in relation to language development. 

Disclaimer: The information and advice provided in 
this sleep guide is not medical advice and should not 
be mistaken for medical advice. Always seek the ad-
vice of your physician or other qualified health pro-
viders with any questions you may have regarding a 
medical condition or the health and welfare of your 
child. Reliance on the advice is solely at your own risk. 
The advice is for informational purposes only and is 
intended for use with common sleep issues that are 
unrelated to any and all medical conditions. The in-
formation provided is not intended nor is implied to 
be a substitute for professional medical advice. In no 
event will Baby Dream Company Inc. or any of its as-
sociates or employees be liable to you for any claims, 
losses, injury or damages as a result of reliance on the 
information provided. 
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This is your toddler’s total sleep within a 24 hour period. 

This total will include both naps and nighttime sleep.1-2 years
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